
In recent years, government agencies have implemented regulations and 
developed programs to curtail the use of fossil fuels. Financial incentives for 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions have also been put in place to entice boiler 
owners to eliminate firing these fuels, in particular coal. Separately, coal prices 
are expected to continue to increase due to energy concerns in Europe as a result 
of the war in Ukraine. Emergence from the pandemic and continuing supply 
chain disruptions may also reduce fuel availability. These factors will continue 
to pressure the market, making coal a less desirable fuel for industrial boiler 
operations.

Jansen is currently supporting a client in the Pacific Northwest who seeks to change 
the fuel mix fired in their grate fuel-fired boiler. Currently the mill “sweetens” their 
fuel mixture, a blend of wood and sludge, with stoker coal. The coal stabilizes the 
variability associated with biomass fuel, thus providing more consistent operations. 
Environmental influences and concerns about maintaining a reliable coal supply have 
led the mill to pursue the elimination of co-firing coal while maintaining current boiler 
operating loads.
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OUR MISSION

Our Company provides 
combustion, boiler, and energy 
technologies, products, and 
services.

We are dedicated to working 
with our clients to help define 
and achieve their productivity, 
reliability, efficiency, safety, 
and environmental goals.

We accomplish this by:

• Listening and understanding.
•  Providing a flexible approach 

to problem solving.
•  Developing creative and 

innovative solutions.
•  Partnering with clients to 

implement these solutions.

We commit ourselves to 
creating a challenging and 
supportive work environment  
that fosters opportunity for 
professional growth and 
fulfillment.

Our team is dedicated to 
the highest standards of 
professional ethics and 
integrity.
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Stoker Coal Piles in a Fuel Yard

Removing Stoker Coal as a Boiler 
Fuel: Challenges and Solutions
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Replacing the heat input from coal with increased biomass firing rates has a significant implication for the 
boiler and auxiliary equipment. With this in mind, the client contracted Jansen to identify the necessary 
modifications required to offset coal firing with increased biomass fuel firing while maintaining current boiler 
loads. Jansen’s evaluation also considered options for co-firing grate fuels and burner auxiliary fuels to achieve 
the boiler’s maximum design steaming rate.

Jansen conducted an in-depth evaluation of the boiler to establish baseline operating conditions with coal 
co-firing and projected operation to future conditions without coal. The study considered not only the capacity 
of the boiler furnace and its convective heat transfer sections, but also the capacity of the wood handling 
equipment between the fuel yard and the powerhouse, the boiler’s fans, and the back-end pollution control 
equipment. Future biomass firing rates were projected to increase by more than 50% to offset the heat input 
from the coal. Jansen also commissioned ProcessBarron to review the capacity of the existing wood handling 
system and provide recommendations to meet the increased biomass fuel demand.

From the evaluation, Jansen provided the client with a definition of specific equipment limitations and the 
cost associated for equipment upgrades required to achieve their goal of elimination coal firing. Currently, 
Jansen is supporting the client through their project definition process.

A comprehensive detailed analysis of this type is required when facilities are looking to make fuel switches 
or change operating load targets. Contact Jansen to learn how we can help you achieve your boiler goals. 

Spotlight on Operator Training
The need to maintain a crew of knowledgeable boiler operators is a fact of life in mills and plants. Operators should 
be able to not only keep the boiler running but monitor stack emissions and furnace combustion conditions so 
that optimal boiler performance can be sustained. Gaining such skill requires years of experience. As turnover in 
mill personnel becomes more common due to retirements and changes in management, boiler owners are finding 
themselves with newer, less-skilled operators. Externally, mills are facing demands for increased efficiency and 
tighter emissions. These factors make training all the more important, both for new employees and for control 
room veterans.

Jansen has long provided on-site operator training sessions as part of our combustion system upgrades. Recently, 
however, several plants already equipped with Jansen combustion systems have requested refresher training to 
bring relatively new operators up to speed. One such case involved a group of biomass boiler operators at a mill 
in the southeastern United States. Considering that the combustion system upgrade on this particular boiler was 
installed well over ten years ago, Jansen updated the original upgrade training materials based on current boiler 
loads and operating conditions. The training was accompanied by boiler tuning to optimize boiler performance and 
give the operators more concrete experience in system functionality. Jansen is currently under contract to perform 
similar training for operators of chemical recovery, biomass, and refuse derived fuel (RDF)-fired boilers at several 
other facilities.

Our training capabilities extend to plants where Jansen has not supplied air system upgrades or done significant work. 
For such cases, Jansen would develop a training presentation and materials from scratch, drawing on our experience 
with combustion optimization as well as site-specific information and historical data. The goal would be the same, 
regardless of boiler type, fuel, or upgrade history: instruct the operators on best practices to achieve optimized boiler 
performance.

In addition to a customized on-site presentation, hardcopy booklet, our operator training typically includes a Jansen 
engineer spending several days in the control room with the operators. This “extra-curricular” education provides the 
operators real-time experience in combustion optimization and opportunities for discussion, thus bridging the gap 
between classroom learning and on-the-job action. Contact Jansen today to learn how we can deliver the educational 
side of boiler operation.  
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Engineering Support from Front End to Back End
Over our 46-year history, Jansen has developed a reputation for providing skillful process engineering solutions. Our 
boiler evaluations, tuning, and operator training help get customers’ operations on-track and optimized. And our 
equipment designs for combustion air upgrades, superheater mods and economizer additions, burner upgrades, and 
other boiler-related engineering, procurement, and construction (EPC) services enhance capacity, reduce fuel costs, and 
add facility sustainability. However, Jansen also offers other services that may not be as well known.

In addition to the services listed above, Jansen provides definition and preliminary engineering services. These services 
can help customers decide on a on a path forward by evaluating multiple solutions and options. Whether it is determining 
the  best option for pollution control technologies for a boiler, the most economical approach for a superheater 
replacement, or preliminary general arrangement drawings to assist in equipment placement and specification, Jansen 
can provide support.

A recent example is a plant in the Pacific Northwest seeking to install a new gas-fired package boiler. Jansen is 
providing preliminary engineering to locate the boiler in the plant, including arrangement drawings of the boiler 
based on  specifications from the boiler manufacturer. Jansen’s design work will document the location of the unit 
relative to  existing structural steel and piping, allowing the client to visualize clearances for worker movement and 
maintenance activities.

Preliminary engineering extends to controls and instrumentation integration as well. In cases where a Jansen evaluation 
identifies potential benefits from combustion air system upgrades, our design team will put together a flow diagram 
showing not only air flow paths with an upgraded air system but schematic locations of existing and recommended 
instrumentation, such as flow sensors and pressure transmitters. The flow diagram will be accompanied by a conceptual 
description of functionality for the upgraded air system.

Jansen also provides support to clients well after new equipment installation. Although our equipment is durable 
and designed to operate for many years with little or no maintenance, occasionally something wears out and needs 
to be replaced. This could include dampers, expansion joints, fuel chutes, or nozzle tips for combustion air systems. 
Superheaters may need the slip spacers or tube ties that connect the adjacent tubes in the individual pendants replaced 
or possibly the interstage attemperator.

Providing top-notch engineering from initial design to follow-up maintenance is part of Jansen’s approach to building 
client relationships. Contact us to learn how we can serve your boiler needs. 
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Jansen Welcomes…
Rouzbeh Riazi 
CFD Combustion Engineer 

Rouzbeh Riazi brings experience and knowledge of combustion and flow analysis and 
power conversion to Jansen. Rouzbeh received his Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees Ph.D. in 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. His areas of expertise and research interests include 
Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) analysis of turbulent combustion, MILD (Moderate or 
Intense Low oxygen Dilution) combustion, heat transfer, and combustion chamber design. 
He has also worked as a research scholar at the Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Tokyo Institute of Technology - Japan where he conducted experimental studies on 
combustion dynamics and NOx emissions of a turbulent swirl stabilized combustor with 
secondary fuel injection.

Beside his academic and technical interests, Rouzbeh is passionate about working 
out and swimming. He enjoys hiking and he loves the great outdoors available in the 
Pacific Northwest. His other hobbies and personal interests include chess and listening to classical music (Chopin, 
Mozart, Rachmaninoff, and many others), and he can often be found enjoying the Seattle Symphony Orchestra at 
Benaroya Hall. 

Mark McCabe 
Sales Manager 

Mark McCabe has over 30 years of application sales experience in the electric utility 
boiler, pulp and paper, process heat, and construction industries. His varied background 
in combustion, air pollution control and emissions monitoring, and multi-variable linear 
processes provides a solid basis for figuring out process and equipment problems. When 
working towards a solution, he likes to think out loud with people because “you could have 
a dumb idea or a good idea. But you won’t know which it is unless you toss it out there.”

Off hours find Mark in the woods with his wife, mountain biking and trail building (he’s on 
the board of his local club), kayaking mellow Class I-III whitewater, and hiking when the 
weather is too crummy for either. Mark lives in the Atlanta area and his primary focus will 
be the southeastern US.

Mark can be reached by phone at: 425.736.9758 or e-mail: mark.mccabe@jansenboiler.com. 

Boiler News is published regularly by Jansen Combustion 
and Boiler Technologies, Inc. to provide information to 
Owners and Operators of boilers. 

Reproduction of the information contained in this 
newsletter is only allowed with proper reference to the 
source.

To add a name to our newsletter distribution list, 
please e-mail us at jansen@jansenboiler.com. 

Inquiries should be directed to:

Editor, Boiler News
Jansen Combustion and Boiler Technologies, Inc.
11335 NE 122nd Way, Suite 275
Kirkland, WA 98034
Phone: (425) 825-0500 Fax: (425) 825-1131
E-mail: jansen@jansenboiler.com
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Since Jansen’s workshops began in 2000, they have been 
attended by over 1,000 engineers, operators, and managers from 
numerous plants in the pulp & paper, forest products, energy-
from-waste, independent power, and food processing industries.
The Spring 2022 workshop will feature Detroit Stoker Company and 
CleanAir Engineering as new co-sponsors. Detroit Stoker brings over 
120 years of experience in supplying biomass-fired combustion equipment, 
while CleanAir is an industry leader in air monitoring, stack testing, and 
performance testing of plant equipment.

The workshops consist of presentations about new technological developments and results of upgrades to improve the operating 
performance, burning capacity, thermal efficiency, and fuel economy of biomass- and waste fuel-fired boilers. In addition, the 
program will include opportunities for troubleshooting and problem solving discussions of challenges that attendees bring 
to the workshop. Participants will benefit by: 1) learning from experts in the industry about current retrofit technology for 
biomass boilers and associated equipment; 2) seeing how other mill operations solve their biomass boiler area problems; and 
3) discussing potential solutions for their specific problems. Attendance to the workshop is free of charge, but space is limited.

For sign-up and to receive a detailed program of the technical presentations, workshop location, and hotel information, 
please contact Cathy Thomas by phone at 425.952.2835 or by e-mail at cathy.thomas@jansenboiler.com. 

The workshops are presented and co-sponsored by:

Spring 2022 Biomass Boiler Workshop

Salt Lake City, Utah | May 18-19, 2022
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NEWS Briefs
Jansen’s experience in the pulp & paper, forest products, agricultural, and waste-to-energy industries and with independent 
power producers is extensive. Services recently provided to our customers include the following, many of which are in progress:

•  Engineering evaluations of biomass, chemical recovery,  
waste-to-energy, and coal-fired boilers.

• Chemical recovery boiler capacity and condition assessments.
• Combustion air system upgrades.
• Economizer and superheater upgrades.
• Boiler steam/water-side circulation studies.
• CFD modeling of biomass, chemical recovery,  

and waste-to-energy boilers.
• Emissions control evaluations (CO, NOx, TRS, and PM).
• Boiler operational tuning and optimization support.
• Boiler MACT compliance review and operational tuning.

For further information on Jansen’s projects and capabilities, 
contact Mark McCabe at 425.736.9758 or mark.mccabe@jansenboiler.com. Additional information and specific project 
references can be found on our website at www.jansenboiler.com. 

A collection of boiler house cartoons by Gordon Stevens shown 
previously in our newsletter can be viewed on our website: 

www.jansenboiler.com.


